ING_NI_EO

TASK II: INTERACTION
9. CANDIDATE A
•

In this part of the exam you are going to take part in a conversation with
the other candidate. You have different information about an imaginary
situation.

•

In order to complete the task, you have to use the information given below
and try to reach an agreement. Remember that this is a conversation.
Avoid short answers and try to keep the conversation going.

•

Try to use structures and vocabulary expected at this level

•

The conversation will last about 5 minutes.

SAMARITANS

You are sharing a flat with the other candidate. A young student who has just enrolled in the
course you are doing is having problems finding accommodation. You don’t mind putting
him up for a couple of nights until he finds a place to stay. The flat is small but he can sleep in
a sleeping bag in the living-room. However, your flatmate may not like the idea.

Try to convince your flatmate that it is only a temporary situation. These are some arguments:
- only for 2 or 3 days
- seems a nice person
- opportunity to get to know someone from another country
- could sleep in sleeping bag on the floor
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TASK II: INTERACTION
9. CANDIDATE B
•

In this part of the exam you are going to take part in a conversation with
the other candidate. You have different information about an imaginary
situation.

•

In order to complete the task, you have to use the information given below
and try to reach an agreement. Remember that this is a conversation.
Avoid short answers and try to keep the conversation going.

•

Try to use structures and vocabulary expected at this level

•

The conversation will last about 5 minutes.

SAMARITANS

You are sharing a flat with the other candidate. (S)he has brought home
a student who has just enrolled in his/her course and who is having problems finding
accommodation. You suspect that he wants to stay in the flat, but the two bedrooms are too
small and you don’t know this young man at all.

Try to convince your flatmate that this wouldn’t be a good idea. These are some arguments:
- might stay longer
- flat too small – living-room absolutely necessary for you
- not a good idea to share flat with complete stranger
- possible problems with landlord/lady
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